
Dr. Haenlein with Clara and her newborn son,
Othello. Clara and Othello are miniature Sicilian
donkeys.

The Powr-Mizer
Forage Harvesters-
the capacity you've
wanted with the
horsepower you
already have

Squeeze extra work out of your tractor with the
power-stingy 3940 and 3960 Forage Har-
vesters Power-efficient features start with the
36- or 48- knife Dura-Drum™ cutterheads
These extra knives shear your crop into a fine-
cut, uniform forage And you can keep the
knives cutting at peak performance with the
quick-adust stationary knife Easy-access
design lets you save your back and your temper,
since there’s no stooping and no shield removal
It only takes a wrench and less than 3 minutes
to get an accurate .adjustment.

Power efficiency continues with a special 2-
speed blower One speed lets you power
through tough crops, like haylage, while the
slower setting conserves energy on easy-to-
blow crops

Come by and see all the Powr-Mizer features
on the 3940 and 3960Forage Harvesters

Donkeys get the hee-haw on dogs

NEWARK, Del. -

Donkeys and goats mow the
acreage around the home of
Dr. George Haenlem of the
Umversity of Delaware. The
two, he says, get alongwell.

In fact, the professor
produces an mterspecies
association by introducing
each newborn donkey to the
goatherd within the critical
first few hours of its life. The
donkey is thereby imprinted
on the goats, and from this
point on, the donkey,
basically a shy animal, will
defend the goats as
aggressively as it would
defend one of its own kind.

European shepherds have
been using basically the
same technique for cen-
turies, explains Haenlem, to
produce interspecies
associations between their
sheep and certain special
breeds of dogs. Shepherds
introduce the newborn pups
to the sheep flock, and the
dogs which eventually grow
to be about the size of sheep,
uncomplainingly spend the
rest of their lives as mem-
bers of the flock.

Predators rarely approach
such a flock, but even when
they do, the sheep-guarding

dogs advance barking and
the sheep close ranks
behind, frightening the
predatoraway.

Haenlein insists that
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Send a geyser
of silage to
the top of
80-foot
silos with the 6500 Blower We know you need a
high-capacity blower during peak storage
times so we gave the 6500 a big
57-mch-diameter fan for extra blowing power

And there's less chance of spilling since the
6500 has a wide shaker-pan hopper This
hopper extends 14 inches past the fan housing
so you get extra room to maneuver your wagon
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Goats and sheep protected by watch burros

donkeys could make even
better goat and sheep
protectors than dogs do. A
donkey bares its teeth
aggressively when
provoked, and the gesture is
threatening enough to cause
a hungry dog to change its
mind about lamb chops for
dinner.

But a guard donkey is even
better than a guard dog,
Haenlem explains, because
of its diet. Like sheep and
goats, donkeys eat
vegetation. Dogs of course,
eat meat or dog food. A
sheep-guarding dog requires
a human somewhere in the
picture to give it a suitable
dinner. A sheep-guarding
donkey could graze right
along with the flock, caring
for its charges without
human labor.

Maryland sheep breeder,
Tom Moms says the theory
works. The Reisterstown
fanner runs donkeys with
his sheep eight to ten per
field. He bought them after a
terrible night in which dogs
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A donkey keeps a watchful eye over the grazing goats outsidethe home of Dr.
George Haenlein, Delaware.

killed 56 of his sheep, and he
hasn’t had any trouble with
predatorssince.

Moms’ donkeys aren’t
imprinted specifically on
sheep, Haeidein explains.
They are just ordinary
donkeys, yet some turn out
to be naturally good sheep
protectors. Moms just uses
the onesthat will do the job.

The wild burros in the
Grand Canyon must find new
homes or they’ll face the
business end of a park
ranger’s rifle. Haenlein
hopes that some of the wild
burros will be adopted by
sheep and goat breeders to
guardtheirflocks.

A free publication listed in
the current issue of the
Federal Government’s
Consumer Information
Catalog, So You’d Like to
Adopt a Wild Horse or
Burro?, explains the
Government’s program to
find new homes for burros,
the care these animals need
and how to applyfor one.


